INTRODUCTION
============

Normal spinels with composition *AB*~2~*X*~4~ are ideal candidates for studying magnetic frustration effects: Strong frustration can arise from both the *A* and *B* magnetic cation sublattices. The cations at the *B* site are octahedrally coordinated and form a pyrochlore lattice, one of the strongest contenders of geometric frustration in three dimensions ([@R1]). The *A*-site cations are tetrahedrally coordinated, constituting a diamond lattice, which is bipartite but susceptible to strong bond frustration effects ([@R2]). Spin-spiral liquids ([@R3]) and spin-orbital liquids ([@R4]) were theoretically predicted and experimentally observed ([@R5]--[@R9]) in magnetic *A*-site spinels. In a number of *B*-site chromium oxide spinels, magnetic field--induced transitions to the celebrated half-magnetization plateaus have been detected by high-field studies ([@R10]--[@R13]). Theoretically, it has been shown that spin-strain coupling causes the robustness of the half-magnetization plateaus ([@R12]). Neutron, as well as x-ray, scattering experiments have convincingly proven the strong correlation between spin states and lattice distortion ([@R13]).

In clear distinction to observations of fractional magnetization in geometrically frustrated chromium oxides, high-field experiments in chromium sulfide and selenide spinels give significantly different results ([@R14], [@R15]). These compounds are dominated by strong bond frustration with competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic (AFM) exchange ([@R16]). Magnetization and ultrasound experiments in ZnCr~2~S~4~ have revealed a continuous increase of magnetization as a function of an external magnetic field (that is, the absence of any magnetization plateaus) but have established well-defined structural plateaus in the field dependence of the sound velocity ([@R14]). High-field studies on CoCr~2~O~4~ with magnetic ions also on the *A* sites have revealed an even more complex behavior: a continuous increase of magnetization without any plateau-like regimes but with an unconventional metastable magnetostructural phase ([@R17]).

Concerning the nature of novel high-field states, in recent years, it has been impressively shown that magnetic insulators can open the window to the exciting world of Bose-Einstein condensation of superfluids and supersolids ([@R18]). In antiferromagnets, magnons can be described as quasi-particles with integer spin, obeying Bose statistics and quantum magnets, and can be effectively regarded as Bose systems. Hence, they can undergo Bose-Einstein condensation and become superfluid or even supersolid. The observation of this exotic phase, a hybrid between a solid and a superfluid, was conjectured long ago ([@R19]) and has been proposed to exist in liquid ^4^He ([@R20]), but the proposal that this phase was supersolid was later discarded ([@R21]). However, the observation of a supersolid phase in spin systems seems to be a very promising task. Recent experimental studies in ultrahigh magnetic fields suggest that superliquid and supersolid phases could be realized in the geometrically frustrated spinels, with chromium at the *B* site ([@R11], [@R22]--[@R24]). The identification of supersolid spin states can be based on the analogy of boson and spin systems, as outlined in the pioneering work of Matsuda and Tsuneto ([@R25]) and Liu and Fisher ([@R26]). In spin systems, the longitudinal AFM order is an analog of the crystalline order, which, in the quantum lattice-gas model, corresponds to diagonal long-range order (DLRO) ([@R26]), whereas off-diagonal long-range order (ODLRO), which is characteristic of superfluidity, is the counterpart of transverse (XY) AFM order without longitudinal AFM components. On the basis of symmetry arguments, this analogy should also apply for the paramagnetic and the supersolid phases. The former, with both orders destroyed, corresponds to a liquid, whereas the latter, hosting both orders, is still the missing member in this unified picture of phases corresponding to spin configurations. Note that in this analogy, the ferromagnetic phase is equivalent to the paramagnetic phase.

Here, we present ultrasound and magnetization studies of MnCr~2~S~4~, a spinel with two magnetic sublattices, in magnetic fields up to 60 T at various temperatures. MnCr~2~S~4~ crystallizes in the normal cubic (*Fd*3*m*) spinel structure, with manganese (Mn^2+^, 3*d*^5^ with spin *S* = ^5^/~2~) and chromium ions (Cr^3+^, 3*d*^3^ with *S* = ^3^/~2~) occupying the tetrahedral *A* and octahedral *B* sites, respectively. Extremely weak spin-orbit coupling results from the spin-only behavior of the manganese ions and the half-filled *t*~2*g*~ triplet ground state of chromium. Magnetization measurements reveal the Curie-Weiss law at temperatures above 200 K, with a Curie-Weiss temperature close to 0 K and paramagnetic moments close to the free-ion values ([@R27]). For lower temperatures, the magnetization evidences two consecutive transitions: (i) at *T*~C~ = 65 K to a ferrimagnetic state and (ii) at *T*~YK~ = 5 K to a phase with a triangular spin configuration ([@R27], [@R28]). From detailed susceptibility, electron spin resonance, and heat capacity experiments, it has been concluded that in the collinear ferrimagnetic phase, the longitudinal spin component of the manganese spins is antiparallel to the chromium spins, but that the transverse component remains quasi-paramagnetic and disordered ([@R28]). Extensive theoretical and experimental studies ([@R29]--[@R34]) characterized the ground state as a Yafet-Kittel (YK)--type ([@R35]) canted spin configuration, where the manganese moments at the bipartite *A* site form a triangle with the ferromagnetically ordered *B*-site chromium moments. The order results from strongly competing AFM *AB* (Mn--Cr) and *AA* (Mn--Mn) exchange interactions, in combination with frustration effects. More recent neutron scattering studies ([@R34]) indicated that the ground state might be even more complex. First high-field magnetization measurements on polycrystalline samples up to 35 T ([@R36]) identified a further magnetic transition close to 10 T with a significantly increasing slope of the magnetization curve. This phase transition has been interpreted by a model, where the nonequivalent tetrahedral sites bear magnetic moments of different lengths and signs ([@R36]), alternatively, as a transition to an oblique spin configuration with a canted triangular spin structure with respect to the external field ([@R37]--[@R39]) or a specific three-dimensional spin structure ([@R40]). Our measurements reveal that as a function of external magnetic fields, MnCr~2~S~4~ exhibits a manifold of competing spin states, with the chromium moments always aligned parallel to the external field, but that the manganese spins exhibit different types of transverse and longitudinal order, which, by analogy with bosonic systems, can be described as superliquid and supersolid phases.

RESULTS
=======

YK ground state
---------------

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} documents the magnetic and elastic properties of single-crystalline MnCr~2~S~4~ in zero external magnetic field. At high temperatures, the magnetic susceptibility follows the Curie-Weiss law with an asymptotic Curie-Weiss temperature Θ~CW~ ≈ 12 K ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), signaling competing and almost compensated AFM and ferromagnetic exchange interactions typical for strong bond frustration. In the inverse magnetic susceptibility, the ferrimagnetic transition at *T*~C~ = 65 K is indicated by a clear anomaly, whereas *T*~YK~ = 5 K is only manifested as a weak kink-like feature (inset of [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Below room temperature and on decreasing temperatures, the sound velocity Δ*v*/*v* exhibits pronounced stiffening typical for conventional anharmonic behavior ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). At the ferrimagnetic transition, Δ*v*/*v* shows a step-like stiffening, followed by a further significant increase down to 12 K, where Δ*v*/*v* runs through a maximum and then strongly decreases by almost 1% toward the low-temperature YK transition. This transition shows up as a deep and well-defined minimum in Δ*v*/*v* and a sharp λ-like maximum in the sound attenuation Δα ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The significant changes of the ultrasound velocity at the magnetic transitions and, specifically, at the YK transition indicate the importance of spin-lattice coupling, commonly observed in frustrated magnets.

![Temperature dependence of sound velocity and magnetic susceptibility in MnCr~2~S~4~.\
(**A**) Relative change of the sound velocity Δ*v*/*v* of the longitudinal acoustic mode propagating along the \<111\> axis in zero magnetic field (left scale). Inverse susceptibility was measured in an external field of 1 T applied along \<111\> (right scale). The dashed line corresponds to a high-temperature Curie-Weiss law. Inset: Inverse susceptibility versus temperature below 18 K. Vertical arrows mark the ferrimagnetic transition at *T*~C~ = 65 K and the low-temperature magnetic transition *T*~YK~ = 5 K, establishing a triangular spin configuration. (**B**) Relative change of the sound velocity Δ*v*/*v* (left scale) and sound attenuation Δα (right scale) of the same acoustic mode below 20 K. The vertical arrow indicates T~YK~.](1601982-F1){#F1}

Note that these anomalies, indicating the triangular spin configuration by slightly canting the manganese spins at *T*~YK~ = 5 K, are much more pronounced compared to those observed at the ferrimagnetic transition at *T*~C~ = 65 K. This observation will be of prime importance for the interpretation of the high-field results: Obviously, sound velocity and damping are strongly influenced by changes of the manganese spin order, but they are not very sensitive to the onset of collinear chromium order. At the ferrimagnetic transition, the chromium moments are aligned, but the transverse components of the manganese spins remain paramagnetic. The *xy* spin components show order at the YK transition, with concomitant huge effects in sound velocity and damping ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The Mn--Cr superexchange interaction plays the key role, making the ultrasound sensitive to the spin structure of the Mn sublattice via exchange striction. The sound waves modulate the Mn--Cr distance and the corresponding exchange interaction, resulting in a so-called two-ion magnetoelastic coupling, which is responsible for the observed ultrasound features.

Lotgering's model ([@R27]) for describing the triangular YK spin configuration of Mn and Cr spins allows us to calculate the exchange field acting on the manganese spins. In this model, the Mn spins of one sublattice are canted with respect to those of the other Mn sublattice, shifted (¼,¼,¼) along the space diagonal of the cubic unit cell. The resulting moment of the two Mn sublattices is antiparallel to the ferromagnetically aligned Cr spins, as schematically shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Below 5 K, the magnetization is temperature-independent, showing a constant slope *d***M**/*d***H** = 0.1082 μ~B~ (Bohr magneton)/T up to about 11 T ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The constant slope results from the continuous increase of the angle between the two Mn sublattices at increasing field. The net magnetization determined from the extrapolation of the linear part of the magnetization curve in the YK phase to zero field equals 1.30 μ~B~ at 2 K. With these experimentally determined quantities, we calculated the values of the exchange constants *J*~*AA*~/*k*~*B*~ = −1.553 K and *J*~*AB*~/*k*~*B*~ = −1.622 K. These exchange constants are close to the correspondent values *J*~*AA*~/*k*~*B*~ = −1.677 K and *J*~*AB*~/*k*~*B*~ = −1.794 K obtained by Lotgering for polycrystalline MnCr~2~S~4~ ([@R27]). The estimate of the exchange field **H**~*AA*~ from the four nearest Mn spins acting on each Mn spin of the other sublattice results in a value of μ~0~**H**~*AA*~ ≈ 23 T. The exchange field acting on each Mn spin from the 12 nearest neighbor Cr spins is estimated as μ~0~**H**~*AB*~ ≈ 43 T. The canted spin structure could alternatively arise because of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions, which break the global U(1) rotational symmetry of the spin degree of freedom. Note that because of the high symmetry of the cubic spinel structure and the specific arrangement of the Mn and Cr sublattices (see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the antisymmetric DM exchange interactions do not play a role because each exchange path has a symmetric counter-path, which compensates any possible DM interactions. Even for the trigonal distortions of the Cr sites, this compensation is preserved. Therefore, any stronger influence of the DM interaction in MnCr~2~S~4~ can be excluded.

![Illustration of crystallographic and spin structure of MnCr~2~S~4~ at low temperature in the YK phase in external magnetic fields below 10 T.\
The ferromagnetically aligned Cr spins are always oriented along the external magnetic field. The Mn spins are divided into two sublattices, with canted spin configuration and resulting moment antiparallel to the Cr moments. In the figure, we indicated the directions of the spins of the two Mn sublattices in low field. This angle increases with increasing magnetic field.](1601982-F2){#F2}

![Field dependence of magnetization and ultrasound velocity in MnCr~2~S~4~ single crystals.\
(**A**) Magnetization (left scale), in Bohr magneton per f.u. (formula unit), and relative change of the sound velocity Δ*v*/*v* of the longitudinal acoustic mode propagating along the \<111\> axis (right scale) at 1.5 K as a function of the external magnetic field applied along \<111\>. Error bars mark uncertainties of calibration, which increase with increasing fields. (**B**) Magnetization for different temperatures between 7.2 and 28 K. For clarity, the curves at *T* \< 28 K are shifted. Anomalies at 11, 25, and 50 T are consecutively numbered, and dotted lines indicate their temperature-dependent shifts.](1601982-F3){#F3}

High-field plateaus and magnetostructural transitions
-----------------------------------------------------

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the magnetization measured in pulsed magnetic fields up to 60 T applied along the \<111\> direction at temperatures between 1.5 and 28 K. To document the coincidence of critical fields determined by magnetization with those derived via elastic properties, in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we plotted the magnetization together with the field dependence of the relative change of the sound velocity Δ*v*/*v* at 1.5 K. At the lowest fields, the magnetization **M**(**H**) exhibits an initial domain-derived ferromagnetic-like jump, followed by a linear increase up to 11 T. This is the regime of the triangular YK structure: The chromium moments are aligned in field direction, whereas the manganese spins are antiferromagnetically coupled with finite spin canting, forming a triangular configuration (see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The increase of magnetization with increasing fields is the fingerprint that the angle between the manganese spins opens continuously. At 11 T, **M**(**H**) significantly changes its slope and shows a further continuous increase up to 25 T. In earlier magnetization experiments up to 35 T ([@R36]), this field regime was described in terms of an oblique (canted), triangular ([@R37]) or a three-dimensional spin structure ([@R40]). Between 25 and 50 T, the magnetization exhibits an unusually robust magnetization plateau at a value of 6 μ~B~. In this plateau region, the magnetization is determined by fully polarized chromium moments without any net contributions from the manganese spins. Finally, above 50 T, the external field overcomes the AFM Cr--Mn exchange, and the manganese spins flip toward the direction of the external field, resulting in a further increasing magnetization toward the highest applied fields. However, the fully spin-polarized state of chromium and manganese moments, which corresponds to a value of 11 μ~B~, is far beyond the field range accessible in the present experiments. In [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the critical fields that indicate subsequent magnetic phase transitions at 11, 25, and 50 T are labeled as anomalies 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

As documented in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the increase of the canting angle of the triangular spin structure has only a minor influence on the elastic properties. With increasing field after a small initial increase in fields up to 0.3 T, the sound velocity weakly decreases up to the magnetic phase transition at 11 T, where it exhibits a small kink-like drop (anomaly 1). In clear contrast, the phase between the critical fields of 11 and 25 T is characterized by a tremendous softening of the longitudinal acoustic mode. In this field regime, the manganese spin structure strongly influences the lattice, and exactly at the transition to the plateau regime, the ultrasound velocity exhibits an impressive magnetostructural anomaly, that is, a giant step-like increase by 6% (anomaly 2), indicating an abrupt first-order--like hardening of the elastic constant. Between 25 and 50 T, the longitudinal ultrasound also exhibits a robust plateau, which is terminated by a step-like softening (anomaly 3). Above 50 T, Δ*v*/*v* evidences further continuous softening of the elastic mode up to the highest fields applied in these experiments. These measurements quite impressively document the strong correlation of structural instabilities with spin patterns of the manganese spins and that the magnetization plateau in MnCr~2~S~4~ is stabilized by structural distortions. [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} presents high-field magnetization data at enhanced temperatures between 7.2 and 28 K. Whereas the critical magnetic field of anomaly 1, characterizing the transition from the YK spin structure into an intermediate phase, remains unchanged, the transitions at the critical fields of anomalies 2 and 3 are strongly shifted (indicated by dotted lines in [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). At increasing temperatures, all three anomalies are broadened, and at 28 K, the magnetization reveals an almost continuous increase and closely resembles paramagnetic behavior.

[Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} presents the relative change of the sound velocity Δ*v*/*v*, and [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the ultrasound attenuation Δα as a function of the magnetic field applied along the \<111\> direction for different temperatures between 1.5 and 16.5 K. The behavior of Δ*v*/*v* observed at 1.5 K was already discussed above. Here, we want to add that a closer inspection of the structural plateau reveals a shallow minimum close to 40 T, indicating a further magnetostructural anomaly (anomaly 4), which has no correspondence in the magnetization results. At temperatures *T* \> 5 K, above the YK transition, an additional feature in Δ*v*/*v* appears at low fields (anomaly 5). This anomaly exhibits pronounced hysteresis in pulsed-field experiments. In contrast, static measurements do not show any hysteresis, and the anomalies are significantly shifted to lower fields. These discrepancies between measurements in static and pulsed fields probably result from magnetocaloric effects ([@R41]). At increasing temperatures, anomaly 5 shifts toward higher fields and finally merges with anomaly 1. Note that as a function of temperature, the critical field of anomaly 1 remains constant, whereas all other anomalies undergo significant shifts. At 11 K, anomaly 2, with a step-like character at lower temperatures, is broadened over a field range from 18 to 25 T, with a clear change of slope at 22 T. Anomaly 4 becomes more pronounced and broadens with increasing temperatures, as indicated by dotted lines in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. At *T* \> 20 K, all anomalies become diffuse and lose the characteristics of well-defined phase transitions.

![Field dependence of ultrasound velocity and attenuation in single-crystalline MnCr~2~S~4~.\
(**A**) Relative change of the sound velocity Δ*v*/*v* of the longitudinal acoustic mode propagating along the \<111\> axis versus the magnetic field at different temperatures. The external magnetic field was applied parallel to the direction of sound propagation **k** and sound polarization **u**. Arrows mark critical fields at the magnetostructural phase transitions. Dotted lines indicate the broadening of the phase boundaries of anomaly 4. (**B**) Change of the sound attenuation Δα versus the magnetic field at different temperatures. The inset highlights the unusual damping behavior at 8.8 K and documents the suppression of damping close to 40 T. This field corresponds to an effective zero magnetic field at the manganese site. The dashed line in the inset is drawn to guide the eye.](1601982-F4){#F4}

Correspondingly, the ultrasound attenuation exhibits significant features at all magnetostructural transitions ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These anomalies are only weakly developed at 1.5 K but become dominant at *T* \> 5 K. The evolution of damping is highly unusual and exhibits sizable strength at the transitions to the structural plateau: The two peak-like maxima close to 20 and 50 T, which terminate the magnetic and structural plateaus, certainly correspond to critical damping at the magnetostructural phase transitions. At 1.5 and 6 K, when these transitions yield a step-like increase or decrease in the sound velocity, the damping exhibits narrow peak-like maxima. At higher temperatures, when these transitions become more diffusive, the maximum damping shifts toward lower and respectively higher fields.

In the plateau region, specifically at enhanced temperatures *T* \> 6.2 K, the damping smoothly decreases from the strongly enhanced low-field and high-field edges toward higher and lower fields, respectively, forming a saddle-like shape. However, at around 40 T, a strong gap-like suppression of damping sets in, resulting in very low, almost temperature-independent values. In this field range, longitudinal sound waves propagate through the crystal with minimum dissipation. In [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, this is documented at 6.2, 11, and 16.5 K. At *T* = 8.8 K, this characteristic damping behavior, with a gap-like suppression close to 40 T, is emphasized in the inset of [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. At this critical field, the AFM Cr--Mn exchange is fully compensated by the external magnetic field, and the *A*-site manganese ions reside effectively in zero field. Here, the spin structure of the manganese moments is only determined by the Mn--Mn exchange, which is strongly bond-frustrated ([@R2], [@R3]). Starting from this dissipationless regime, the damping increases almost exponentially toward smaller (μ~0~**H** \< 40 T) and larger external fields (μ~0~**H** \> 40 T). This narrow field range with effectively zero field, where longitudinal sound can propagate almost without dissipation, may host complex spin structures ([@R42]) or spin liquids ([@R3]), characteristic of *A*-site spinels, which are, however, invisible for sound propagation.

DISCUSSION
==========

To elucidate the phase diagram, [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows a color-coded plot of the derivative of the sound velocity. Here, we included the critical fields as determined from the field scans of the ultrasound velocity ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and from magnetization measurements shown in [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. We plotted continuous phase boundaries by combining the points of the steepest gradients of the sound velocity but also took the detected anomalies in magnetization ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and damping ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) into account. This results in a highly nontrivial **H***-T* phase diagram, as discussed in the following.

![Thermodynamic phase diagram.\
(**A**) Color-coded plot of the derivative of the sound velocity *dv*/*d***H.** Open circles represent anomalies in the field-dependent magnetization. The solid lines denote maxima in the field derivatives of the sound velocity, taking the experimentally determined critical fields into consideration. The most probable spin configurations are shown for the different magnetic phases. (**B**) Theoretical phase diagram of a quantum lattice-gas model by Liu and Fisher ([@R26]). Liquid, superfluid, supersolid, and solid phases are assigned in analogy to bosonic systems, only taking symmetry considerations into account. Only the corresponding spin configurations of the manganese spins are indicated. The chromium moments always follow the external magnetic field and allow for field tuning at the manganese sites from about −40 T \< **H**~eff~ \< 20 T.](1601982-F5){#F5}

In zero external magnetic fields and below the ferrimagnetic transition, the chromium moments are aligned in the external field. However, the longitudinal components of the manganese spins are coupled antiferromagnetically with the transverse components still disordered. At low temperatures (*T* \< 5 K) and low fields (μ~0~**H** \< 11.5 T), the triangular YK spin structure is the generally accepted spin configuration ([@R27], [@R37]) and is followed by a metamagnetic transition at 11 T with a significantly steeper increase of the magnetization, indicating a new spin configuration. The existence of a canted triangular structure was proposed early by Plumier ([@R37], [@R38]). However, the absence of any substantial magnetic anisotropy corroborates that the chromium moments always remain parallel to the external field and that only the canted manganese spins rotate with respect to the field direction. The increasing slope in magnetization at higher fields can be understood, assuming that one Mn sublattice points partly in the direction of the external field, resulting in a spin structure as indicated in the phase diagram ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In this configuration, the longitudinal and the transverse manganese spin components show AFM order, with the net manganese moments still aligned antiparallel to the chromium spins. In the plateau region from 25 to 50 T, the chromium moments are fully field-polarized and ferromagnetically aligned, without any net contributions of the manganese spins to the longitudinal component of the magnetization. In this regime, the manganese moments establish ideal AFM order without any canting within the Mn sublattice. Note that the only possible way to transform the YK spin structure without any jump in the magnetization (as experimentally observed) to the structure with strictly AFM Mn configuration in the plateau regime (where spins are parallel to the field) is to assume the gradual rotation of one of the Mn sublattices with respect to the field.

Concerning the magnetization plateau, we have to mention that at elevated temperature, a slight linear increase of the magnetization is observed (shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} at *T* \> 5 K). This increase in magnetization results from thermal excitations of magnons. At the lowest temperature, this slope is significantly reduced because of the freezing out of AFM magnons. This proves the exact collinear alignment of the Mn spins parallel to the external field; otherwise, the slope of the magnetization would be nonzero, independent of temperature due to canting of the Mn sublattices.

Close to 40 T, an unusual phase regime shows up. Its boundaries are indicated by a softening of the acoustic mode at around 40 T (dotted lines in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and accompanied by a marked gap-like suppression of the ultrasound damping, as shown in the inset of [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. This regime does not show up in the magnetization ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, we conclude that the manganese spin structure must still be AFM. However, which spin pattern allows for dissipationless propagation of longitudinal sound? Obviously, at 40 T, the sound wave propagation is undisturbed by the manganese spin system. As we have documented in the previous section, the manganese subsystem couples via Cr--Mn exchange striction to sound velocity and damping. At 40 T, the external field exactly compensates the Cr--Mn exchange field, and the manganese spins are completely decoupled from the Cr spins. We conclude that the ideal AFM spin structure of the manganese moments remains unchanged throughout the plateau region but that in the region of decoupled subsystems, manganese spins become ineffective in the damping of ultrasound: The Mn--Cr exchange interaction is completely compensated by the external field, and any two-ion magnetoelastic coupling is effectively zero. At increasing temperatures, this dissipationless regime broadens because thermal excitations additionally compete with the exchange field. At further increasing fields, beyond the plateau regime, an inverted spin structure appears, now with the net moment ferromagnetically aligned parallel to the chromium moments. This sequence of spin structures is shown in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

In first respect, it is important to note that in the complete **H***-T* phase diagram of [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the chromium spins reveal ferromagnetic order and are aligned in an external field beyond 0.3 T. Hence, the field dependences of the magnetization, sound velocity, and sound damping are determined only by the manganese spin texture. Note that the latter two quantities couple to the manganese-spin system via Mn--Cr exchange striction. The phase diagram can be interpreted as that of a pure *A*-site spinel in external fields between −40 and 20 T. We propose to assign the sequence of manganese spin structures in MnCr~2~S~4~ in analogy to quantum spin systems, where a general relationship with the bosonic lattice-gas model has been established ([@R25], [@R26]). We are aware of the fact that the spin Hamiltonian of MnCr~2~S~4~ discussed so far in literature does not contain anisotropic terms, which at first sight should be essential to work out the analogy. However, besides the isotropic Mn--Mn, Mn--Cr, and Cr--Cr Heisenberg exchange terms, the Hamiltonian contains the biquadratic exchange, which indicates the importance of the spin-lattice coupling ([@R37]). Penc *et al.* ([@R12]) have shown that in frustrated magnets, the combination of external magnetic field and spin-lattice coupling provides an alternative route to supersolid phases, even in the absence of magnetic anisotropy. Our results indicate that this can be just the case in MnCr~2~S~4~, where we have strong competition of the AFM and ferromagnetic exchange interactions, leading to bond frustration together with strong spin-lattice coupling evidenced by the ultrasound experiments. The marked correspondence of the phase diagram, as shown in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} with theoretical predictions ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R26]), led us to the hypothesis that extended supersolid phases may occur in external magnetic fields below and above the plateau region. Consequently using this analogy with quantum lattice-gas models, the plateau region with purely AFM manganese order corresponds to the solid phase characterized by DLRO, whereas the YK phase with canted manganese spins represents the superfluid state. In the superliquid phase, the transverse component of the Mn magnetization is antiferromagnetically ordered, corresponding to ODLRO, whereas the longitudinal component is ferromagnetic, which means absence of DLRO.

Using symmetry considerations, the paramagnetic phase and the field-polarized ferromagnetic state resemble the liquid state without any kind of DLRO or ODLRO. Theoretically, supersolid phases with simultaneous realization of DLRO and ODLRO are expected at the phase boundaries to the crystalline state, that is, in the vicinity of a magnetization plateau because direct continuous transitions between the crystalline and the superliquid phase are forbidden by symmetry. These intermediate phases seem to occur in MnCr~2~S~4~ at the boundaries to the magnetization plateau. The intermediate states manifest extended spin-flop--like regimes, where the canted Mn sublattices gradually approach the collinear AFM state. In our picture, following the study by Penc *et al.* ([@R12]), this fact results from the combination of strong spin-lattice coupling and an external magnetic field acting on the frustrated Mn spins. This is further evidenced by the observed strong change of the sound velocity, demonstrating the involvement of the lattice and significant spin-lattice coupling, which is important to stabilize the supersolid phase. The strong spin-lattice coupling should also be responsible for the ultra-robust magnetization plateau.

CONCLUSION
==========

To summarize, our high--magnetic field magnetization and ultrasonic experiments on MnCr~2~S~4~ reveal a complex phase diagram and a plethora of fascinating phases. This phase diagram results from the fact that the manganese spins are subject to competing external and exchange fields, and hence, the manganese spins can be tuned between −40 and 20 T. We found an unusual robust magnetization plateau, which is characterized by complete field polarization of the chromium moments and no contributions from the manganese spins. We argue that the AFM order of the manganese subsystem is established throughout the plateau region. However, close to 40 T, where the external field exactly compensates the exchange field, the manganese spins decouple from the Cr sublattice, allowing for sound propagation almost without dissipation.

With this work, we think that we can also contribute to the long-standing debate about supersolidity. Although the question of Leggett ([@R19])---"Can a solid be 'superfluid'?"---has not been answered experimentally for solids, our results indicate a possible existence of supersolidity in a spin system. The comparison of the phase diagram with respect to the manganese spins ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) with theoretical predictions ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) suggests the existence of extended supersolid phases, in addition to superfluid and crystalline phases. This direct comparison with theory is possible because we can tune the effective field at the manganese site from plus to minus values. The appearance of an additional phase close to 40 T (that is, effective zero field) results from the complexity of *A*-site spinels in moderate fields. Together with the recent findings of a low-field spiral spin liquid and a vortex-like spin pattern in the *A*-site manganese spinel MnSc~2~S~4~ ([@R9]), our present study of high-field tuned exotic phases in MnCr~2~S~4~ offers a versatile ground for realizing novel properties in frustrated magnets.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

High-quality MnCr~2~S~4~ single crystals were grown by chemical transport reactions. Structure \[normal cubic spinel, *Fd*3*m*, *a*~0~ =1.0117(2) nm\] and phase purity were checked by x-ray diffraction technique. Magnetic characterization was performed using a superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS 5) at temperatures from 1.8 to 400 K and external magnetic fields up to 5 T. The results are fully compatible with those published in the study by Tsurkan *et al.* ([@R28]). The high-field magnetization was investigated in pulsed magnetic fields up to 60 T using a compensated pick-up coil system ([@R43]). The elastic properties were studied by measurements of the sound velocity and attenuation of longitudinal waves, with wave vector **k** and polarization **u** parallel to the \<111\> axis. This longitudinal mode is related to the elastic constant *c*~L~ = ^1^/~3~(*c*~11~ + 2*c*~12~ + 4*c*~44~), which is proportional to the square of the sound velocity, assuming cubic crystal symmetry at all temperatures and fields. These measurements were performed in static magnetic fields up to 17 T at temperatures between 1.5 and 300 K and in pulsed magnetic fields up to 60 T from 1.5 to 75 K. The pulsed-field measurements used magnetic field pulses with a duration of 150 ms and with a rise time of 35 ms. A standard pulse-echo method ([@R44]) with phase-sensitive detection technique was used in all ultrasound measurements.
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